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The second issue to be discussed would then be by which means (e.g. materials) the above could be
achieved. Therefore, it is of interest a look at the view of civil engineers, who – since the foundation of
the Ecole de Ponts et Chaussees in France, i.e. of schools of engineering in Europe – have provided
scientiﬁc fundamentals and bases. In this case should be noted carefully curated exhibition and
publication (Bühler, 2000) on bridge systematics and history at the Deutsches Museum in 1998. There
was also a chronology table which illustrated the most signiﬁcant bridge structures in their historic
contexts. The systematics is basically according to a bridge’s structural operating principle:
- Arch bridges,
- Beam bridges,
- Cable-stayed structures,
- Movable bridges.
The whole exhibition was inspired by a close relation to the concepts and lifework of Jörg Schlaich.
The civil engineer Schlaich (Schlaich, 1992) initially considers a given long-span structure as a beam
which absorbs Bending forces with its cross-section.

Then, he dissects the cross section into its interior stress pattern to identify tension and compression
zones. This consideration has given rise to a truss with a non-sway triangular geometry to optimise
the beam.
In a further step, he continues to break down the beam and is confronted with the problems of
slenderness and buckling stiﬀness, in which the stiﬀness can be realised by trusses and pre-stressing.

And yet another aspect comes into play. He makes a distinction between in compression-stressed
structural members (arches) and tension-stressed members (cables, suspension structures).
ﬁg.

This takes us to Antonio Gaudi who impressively veriﬁed and implemented arch/vault as the reversal
of cables/cable meshes. Gaudi had hung up chains, lit them candles from below, made drawings and
built corresponding arches. This whole method is indeed structurally correct and was known by Leon
Battista Alberti, Italy and used in modern times by Heinz Isler, Switzerland.
This brings us to H. Engel who detailed the support structure systematics even clearer. He suggests
the following distinctions (Engel, 1967):
- Form-active, single stress -> Cable/Arch
- Vector-active -> Trusses, rod supporting structures
- Bulk-active -> Flexural supporting structures, frames, beams
- Surface -> Shell supporting structures
The terminology of Heino Engels ﬁnds its limits where an arched supporting structure (single stress) is
dissolved into rods/trusses or a homogeneous shell (surface) into a lattice shell. This -- according to its

interior structural operating principle – is called by Engel a vector-active system: A rod supporting
structure in the appearance of an arch.
Let us take the liberty to exercise this terminology by taking a look at the Garabit Viaduct by Eiﬀel,
built in 1884 – in comparison to the Müngsten Bridge, completed in 1897 by Anton Rieppel/MAN. The
operating principle is a rod supporting structure with pure tension and compression forces according
to H. Engel. The appearance of the overall system is a steel truss, consisting of a two-hinged arch
(Garabit) resp. restrained arch (Müngsten Bridge), both with elevated carriageway, the latter as a
relieved beam.
Three aspects were annoying challenges to the engineers:
- The system-conditioned horizontal forces of arched supporting structures,
- The point loads of the elevation which inﬂuence the shape (polygon/parabola),
- The horizontal loads (braking loads) in the beam which may lead to a reversal of load cases
(tension/compression).
The steel bridge, designs of the 19th century are examples for the ability of the upcoming civil
engineers to understand the inner structure. They understood and realized retained bodies and
indetermined steel structures (f. e. Müngsten Bridge), which leads to modern, reinforced concrete
bridges and even to hybrid structures in our modern time.
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